SCIENCESTORE is a performative interactive installation that was on display at the FOCUS Gallery in the University of Florida from 24 October 2012 to 9 November 2012 (Article Frontispiece). The constructed space set an ideal scenario for me to deepen my understanding, by means of design, of the economics of science, science outreach and shifts between science and art. This article describes how these aspects relate to the concept behind the exhibition, as well as the exhibition itself.
HYPOTHESIS

The Economics of Science
Cultural critic Lewis Hyde has articulated the essential difference between work and labor, an understanding that takes us a little closer to the grail of vocational fulfillment [1] . Work is what we do by the hour. It is an intended activity that is accomplished through the will, and, if possible, we do it for money. A scientist paid by the hour, for example, is a technician. Labor, on the other hand, sets its own pace. One may get paid for it, but it is harder to quantify.
Psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi has a term for the quality that sets labor apart from work: flow [2] . Flow is a kind of intense focus and crisp sense of clarity in which you forget yourself, lose track of time and feel that you are part of something larger.
In an enduring community of science, scientific knowledge may circulate either as a commodity, for sale at a profit or as a gift [3] . Sociologist Warren Hagstrom points out that manuscripts submitted to scientific journals are often called "contributions, " and they are, in fact, gifts. It is rare for the journals that print these contributions to pay their authors. On the contrary, contributors are repeatedly called upon to help defray the cost of publication.
Gifts cannot be asked for; they are given [4] . They are depictions of the nature of the existing relationship between the giver and the receiver. Gifts require certain effort from the giver, something that enhances the value of the given good or service. Scientists who give their ideas to the community may receive recognition and status in return, which take the place of cash remuneration.
For Marcel Mauss, gift-giving is both selfish and altruistic and furthers both of these human qualities at the same time [5] . For him all given goods or services are never completely separated from the giver, which compels the recipient to reciprocate. Solidarity is thus achieved through the social bonds created by gift exchange. There is no room for free gifts in this scenario [6] . On the other hand, Lewis Hyde opts for embracing most of Mauss's views but states that "the gift must always move" [7] . Within this expanded scenario, there is room for free gifts. Hyde argues that what is essential is that gifts are moving, rather than the direction; reciprocity is then secondary. Knowledge-sharing is an example of this movement from generation to generation.
Within the scientific community any exchange will tend toward gift if it is intended to recognize, establish and maintain community. In fact, science is only a community to the degree that ideas move as gifts. Departmentalized science in capitalist universities dominated by contractual research for industry and the military, for example, turns ideas into commodities and fractures the community by means of speculation, secrecy and greed. Furthermore, when secondary goals, such as jobs and money, become primary, the amount of irrelevant work increases and science suffers.
Science should never cease to be a community in which ideas flow freely and are treated as gifts. Most scientists understand they belong to a group in which a circulation of gifts can produce and maintain a coherent community and contribute to a greater good from which we all benefit.
Science Outreach
Science can be understood as a place of exchange. A natural consequence of this is the escalation of science outreach. Science outreach incorporates a variety of activities aimed at promoting public awareness and understanding of science and at making informal contributions to science education. Actually, most Americans do not acquire most of their scientific knowledge in school anymore [8] .
While there have always been scientists interested in science outreach, it has recently become more organized. For example, the (U.S.) National Science Foundation employs two criteria in the merit review of proposals: the intellectual merit of the proposed activity and the broader impacts of the proposed activity [9] . The latter is a clear reference to science outreach, which may be as conventional as public lectures or as unconventional as, for example, TreeTop Barbie [10] .
While science outreach has exploded in recent years-in part because science, technology, engineering and math education is, in the government's mind, the key to innovation-a similar trend is not obvious in the arts. Unfortunately, too many artists seem to have lost touch with the general audience and have retreated to an airless echo chamber. As Camille Paglia puts it, "The art world suffers from a monolithic political orthodoxy-an upper-middle-class liberalism far from the fiery antiestablishment leftism of the 1960s" [11] .
Generally, scientists seem more willing to talk about their work in terms that everyone can understand than do artists. In an economic recession, this is something that bothers me as an artist because we are doing a poor job at showing why our way of thinking is relevant.
Shift
The Millennium Simulation used more than 10 billion particles to trace the evolution of the matter distribution in a cubic region of the universe measuring over two billion lightyears on a side. By comparing such simulated data to large observational surveys, one can clarify the physical processes underlying the buildup of real galaxies and black holes [12] .
Movies, images and prints have been crafted to visually highlight and share the results of the simulation with scientists and nonscientists alike. Arguably, the artistic value of these artifacts mimics their scientific value. While the latter is constrained to the rigorous realm of reason, the former should only be approached without constraints. The questions one may try to answer may be the same, but the complementary answers must not; they must be open ended when answered within an artistic context but determinate when answered within a scientific context. The frame in which artifacts are presented to us plays a pivotal role in how we try to make sense of them.
Filling an art gallery with these artifacts would be a great opportunity to reach out from a science and art perspective simultaneously and to embrace either or both with a diverse audience. In this context, one could think about the by-products of the simulation-and the simulation itself-as readymades, similar to Marcel Duchamp's Fountain. Scientific readymades in an art gallery become devices to explore science and art.
EXPERIMENT
Exhibits and Designers
The design process, somewhat like the scientific method, starts with challenging what currently exists, then advancing to a stage of looking for novel ideas and possibilities whose ultimate goal may be to facilitate change in the right direction. Designers facilitate meaningful change and have the ability to give form to those ideas.
Designer Bruce Mau [13] once said, "Design is the art of science, " to illustrate that it is art that allows us to understand, express and share science: "While science works to order the matter of the world, art orders the meaning of the world" [14] . In designers' minds the worlds of aesthetics and scientific knowledge need to come together to facilitate favorable change.
Science museums seem the perfect scenario to look at the productive romance between art and science: While art museums are often limited to the display of fine arts artifacts, the scientific knowledge highlighted in contemporary science museums needs an aesthetic medium through which the knowledge is communicated.
Design today plays a pivotal role in scientific visualization [15] , a concept that had not yet been formally coined when mid-20th-century designer William Burtin became its pioneer, but it is today defined as an extended practice based on preparing information for different audiences so they can administer it with efficiency and effectiveness for whatever purpose they may be interested in-from feeding their own curiosity to advancing research. Nevertheless, the value of design is not yet broadly accepted by a scientific community that often sees design as being useful only in informal settings and blames it for dumbing down the science. According to Edward Tufte [16], this need not be the case, and an accurate scientific visualization is possible whether you are talking to specific or broader audiences. In his own words, "If your words aren't truthful, the finest optically letter-spaced typography won't help. And if your images aren't on point, making them dance in color in three dimensions won't help" [17] . No one has said visualizing science for broader audiences is an easy task, but it may be one scientists, who sometimes tend to live in an isolated scientific bubble, need the help and skills of designers to address in order to please designers, scientists and the public equally.
Burtin's science exhibits that incorporate majestic sculptures are an example of the confluence of art and science [18] . Burtin believed that designers have the responsibility to make complex scientific problems easier to understand. His pioneer process included evolving and checking his original ideas in lively dialogue with experts. In his mind, the role of a designer and a teacher are interchangeable, and he hoped to inspire audiences through his craft. In Burtin's words, "This condensation of abstract planning into concrete imagery or projected models will have far-reaching consequences for education and for the further exploration of what we can think out, explore and explain" [19] .
SCIENCESTORE was born as the consequence of my search for bridges between the arts and the sciences. For it to be successful, it required the collaborative participation of a wider public, making its outputs achievable only with a dialogic exchange; for that reason, and as stated in curator Nina Felshin's words, I contest "the notion of the art object and its 'commoditydriven delivery system, ' " leading to "new meaning for the artwork being located in its contextual framework not in an autonomous object" [20] . I am the producer, the artist and the scientist behind the show, but also an activist driven by the strong sense of altruism found in the scientific community.
The Store
The gallery space at FOCUS Gallery was designed to resemble a convenience store. Visitors entered the familiar environment of a retail store ( Fig. 1 ) only to encounter a set of less-common experiences. These somehow embodied a performative work along the lines of curator Nicolas Bourriaud's take on relational aesthetics and the work of artists such as Sophie Calle and Rirkit Tiravanija [21] . In Bourriaud's words, "Artistic activity strives to achieve modest connections, open up obstructed passages, and connect levels of reality kept apart from one another" [22] . Science and art are the ways of thinking that I attempt to connect, and I do so by proposing open but contextualized ways of action among myself, my audience, the space and what fills it. Furthermore, "the role of artworks is no longer to form imaginary and utopian realities, but to actually be ways of living and models of action within the existing real, whatever the scale chosen by the artist" [23].
On the surface SCIENCESTORE felt like a regular store. By means of a properly designed packaging system-including boxes, cans and bottles-scientific principles, concepts and methods were turned into pseudocommodities that could be directly exchanged or be part of an exchange triggered by them. For each scientific idea, the packaging served as an identification label and as an outreach device to share information about it and to prompt conversation. Being in the space myself and performing as a store clerk were arguably the most important aspects of the project. I researched the way one is treated in stores and developed my own seller's handbook.
Finally, all items were made truly available to people in exchange for a voluntary donation on the last day of the show, which became a fundraising effort to benefit the Florida Museum of Natural History [24] . A brief summary of the different components of SCIENCESTORE is provided here for context.
• Branding. A symbol and a typographic logo that could work together or individually were designed to brand the store and the items featured in it. The symbol was inspired by orbits. An orbit is the path of a body in the field of force surrounding another body-or, less literally, a range of activity, experience or knowledge. The concepts of "science" and "store" orbit around each other in the symbol, as they are mutually responsible for all activity, experience and knowledge happening in the space. A navy blue, a bright orange and beige were the key colors chosen to develop the brand. A typographic palette was also chosen for the brand; it includes neo-grotesque sans-serif Univers-an obvious choice-and old serif Apollo. A store window-like display, including the symbol and typographic logo of the store, welcomed people to the store and invited them into a space that was designed according to the philosophy of the brand (Article Frontispiece).
• Store items. Store items included Breathing Air;
Newton's Laws of Motion (Fig. 2) Fig. 3 ). • Science booth. An accumulating mural made up of 6" × 4" photo booth-like pictures of people holding 11" × 17" dry-erase boards was created (Fig. 4) . The mural underscored the importance of science in our society and the many different approaches to its role.
People were asked to complete one of three fill-inthe-blank signs and hold them in front of the camera: "SCIENCE is _____, " "I _____ SCIENCE" and "ART _____ SCIENCE. " • Quotation posters. A series of 24" × 36" typographic quotation posters with 8" × 6" informative captions hung on the walls. These provided subtle context to the overall experience of the space's visitors. Quotes in the series included: "The good thing about science is it is true, whether or not you believe in it" by Neil deGrasse Tyson; "Science is a way of thinking much more than it is a body of knowledge" by Carl Sagan; "Who knows how many scientific revolutions have been missed because their potential inaugurators disregarded the whimsical, the incidental, the inconvenient inside the laboratory?" by Ken Robinson; "The most beautiful experience we can have is the mysterious which stands at the cradle of true science & true art" by Albert Einstein (Fig. 5) ; "Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be understood" by Marie Curie; and "The aim of science is not to open the door to infinite wisdom, but to set a limit to infinite error" by Bertold Brecht. • Chalkboard. One of the walls was painted with chalkboard paint in order to mimic the feel of old science lectures. Visitors to the store added their favorite formulas to the collection (Fig. 6 ). • Planet boxes. An educational activity for elementary school students was also developed. This activity, refined with the advice of University of Florida Art Education professor Michelle Tillander, included a short lecture on the solar system that I gave and a two-session, hands-on activity that required children to use both sides of their brains. Each child designed a cardboard box (i.e. chose it, painted it, assembled it, scratched it, perforated it, etc.) to metaphorically pack in it one of the planets in our solar system and display it in the store together with their classmates' boxes ( Fig. 7) . The activity was carried out at Brentwood School Elementary in Gainesville, Florida. Such an activity exposes children to the nature of design as an art practice in which a set of constraints imposed by the subject matter shape the final outcome. Furthermore, by using a science subject, students are able to approach scientific ideas in a creative manner. • Outreach talks. Several outreach talks on science and design were given in the space. The store included a multipurpose seating area that allowed visitors to sit back and relax while reading, listening to NPR's Radiolab [25] or enjoying a casual conversation with their colleagues or one of the store's staff members. • Reception. A special reception was held that included talks by inspiring speakers, including "The Ultimate Exploration Voyage" by astronomy professor Rafael Guzmán; "The Biorhythm of Cells" by biological engineering professor Eric McLamore; and "Why Scientists Need Artists" by biology professor Jamie Gillooly. The family-friendly reception included science demonstrations and liquid nitrogen ice cream (Fig. 8) . The reception was also a fundraising effort with funds raised through the sale of store items that went to the elementary public school education program at the Florida Museum of Natural History. • Design Your Science. Design Your Science was developed as a program dedicated to undergraduate students with an interest in the sciences and a talent for the visual arts. Students submitted information graphics aimed at explaining scientific concepts. The winning contributions by junior visual arts student Christopher Jones and senior drawing student Kathryn Stemper were curated by graphic design professor Brian Slawson and astronomy professor Guzmán. A store is an establishment for the retail sale of goods and services to the public. Stores are part of an integrated system involved in moving commodities from supplier to consumer. In the SCIENCE STORE space, I became the supplier and my visitors the customers. By turning scientific concepts into commodities, I set the perfect scenario to reflect on the value of science. We usually do not think about science in terms of commodities and do not realize the value of something we take for granted. Furthermore, conversations prompted by and around the scientific concepts themselves mimicked the exchanges that take place in a store. The idea of the store as a place where exchanges are made allowed me to set the right scenario for those conversations. People understand the way stores work and participated in the exchange accordingly (with the only difference that instead of, for instance, highlighting a printer's specifications, I might bring out that Newton was inspired to formulate his theory of gravitation by watching an apple fall from a tree).
Speaking of performativity, Judith Butler says: "The act that one does, the act that one performs, is, in a sense, an act that has been going on before one arrived on the scene" [26] . In that sense, the store existed in the space before I or any other visitor entered it; the store was a preestablished interactive system that did not need further explanation. Nevertheless, visitors were more than ratification of an individual's performance [27] ; they strongly conditioned and channeled mine, and so made its results not only meaningful but real.
SCIENCESTORE negotiated the pragmatic value of an art space as a frame for scientific content that may become something entirely new outside of its natural habitat [28] .
The project ultimately served as a means to explore new ways of communication between two ways of thinking that-despite the often physical proximity of their advocates, especially in university campuseshave grown apart from and mistrustful of each other. Breaking the invisible wall that keeps these two worlds apart and understanding the essential bridges between the two is one of the challenges of this generation. An honest and constructive outcome will only benefit all.
CONCLUSION
Evaluation
I used different mediums to understand the impact SCI ENCESTORE had on those participating during its 3-week run.
Arguably, one of the most successful aspects of the show was the science booth mural. Visitors were always happy to contribute to it and often understood it the way I intended. They would not simply contribute their picture without previous thought. For their voice to be meaningful, they would first engage with what previous visitors had contributed and only then add to the whole. Many even came several times later to check what others had to say as the mural grew. Some examples of contributions are "I eat Science, " "Science is my husband, " "Science is out of this world, " "Science is, therefore I am, " and "Science & Art are truths and lies. "
The online component of the show included a web page [29] I used as a document of the show. It served as a way for people to visit the space virtually without being there and had thousands of unique visitors.
I performed in the space every afternoon. I developed a simple anonymous evaluation form for those who felt compelled to share their thoughts with me while I was not there or those who did not feel comfortable doing so in person while I was-even though, unlike other artists I have encountered, I was always willing to step out of character and talk about my work in whichever terms would ensure effective communication.
In total, I collected about one evaluation form each day that the show was on display from people with careers as diverse as computer science, psychology, art history, nursing and English. Their feedback, mostly positive, was also diverse. Some focused on the educational value of the show: "My favorite thing was its intention for the viewer to learn." Others addressed its interactive nature: "I love how interactive the space is." There were those who were intrigued by the commodification of science: "Somehow, turning the breathing air, for example, into a commodity makes me want it so much more." There were also those who rediscovered science: "It makes me love science even more. " Finally, a small number experienced it as I had intended: "This is the best exhibit here yet. "
Minor not-so-positive but constructive feedback addressed the fact that not all fields of science were evenly covered. Furthermore, some did not expect the packages to be empty. Nevertheless, the most interesting, singularly not-so-positive anonymous feedback was a note I found handwritten on one of the posters announcing the show at the entrance of the FOCUS gallery: "Where is the art?" I would have surely enjoyed answering in person such a question to someone who had such a strong reaction to my show. Not in vain, they were moved to anonymously vandalize a publicly displayed poster in their attempt to challenge my work. I actually engaged in many conversations about this particular topic and found direct exchanges with visitors of the space, whether in or out of character, to be the best way to gather feedback about their experience.
While interacting with visitors from all backgrounds in character, I enjoyed plenty of conversations triggered by Newton's laws, Maxwell's equations or Schrödinger's cat. The nature of these conversations was determined by each visitor's particular interest in the actual scientific concept. Usually, because of the store-like nature of the show, they would naturally evolve from a science outreach-like exchange into a casual discussion of the overall role science plays in society and its value. Conversations prompted by items displayed on the sale rack deserve a special mention. Within the context of the project, it was thoughtprovoking to talk about the essential differences between evolution and creationism, the fallacies behind the horoscope, and science's previously errant ways, such as the medieval ether or the ancient epicycles.
Sometimes, visitors would challenge the art and design aspects of the show. When this would happen I would gently step out of character and engage in a constructive exchange about the roles art and design play in my show, and how they relate to contemporary practices as I understand them. These were probably the richest exchanges because they allowed me to talk about art in a more casual way to those visitors drawn to my show because of the science aspect of it, thus touching on what I would label as art outreach.
Nevertheless, I have to admit these exchanges were not always friendly at first, since some of the visitors with a background in science visited the space ready to discredit my work as an artist. I remember one of them asking me: "Who do you think you are to tell me anything about science?" When this happened, I always tried to have an engaging conversation and to reason with them as the producer behind the show, before disclosing my scientific background-or not, if I felt it was no longer necessary.
Interestingly, some of my visitors with a strong background in either studio art or art history-people I would have had a hard time talking to about their art practice in the past because of the scholarly nature of their discoursealso participated in those kinds of exchanges. Often our roles would be exchanged in the space, and I would learn from them more than they would learn from me, which I enjoyed greatly.
The science aspect of the show brought to the gallery many science-oriented individuals who had never before visited the FOCUS Gallery space. I expected this but was still surprised to discover it. Likewise, the educational activity for elementary school students brought to the space many families, which is unusual in an art gallery. Something I will never forget is the students' presentations of their boxes to their classmates. At that age science, art and many other disciplines have not yet necessarily been compartmentalized and children's creativity slapped me in the face like a breeze of fresh air. I cannot help but wonder what would happen if educational curricula were more integral and inclusive through our way to college.
Would not it be great if scientific and artistic communities functioned as one integral community with their differences under the common norm of a gift economy and paying it forward? In the end, that is what SCIENCESTORE wasmy way to pay it forward to both the sciences and the arts, my way to flow.
